
Uncut, English language, 1.85 widescreen release of the 1980 Italian Horror/Sci-Fi 
film directed by Ciro Ippolito (Sam Cromwell).

Starring Belinda Mayne, Mark Bodin, Roberto Barrese, Benny Aldrich, Michele Soavi 
and Judy Perrin.

A group of cave explorers are confronted in an underground cavern by a mysterious 
living rock. Little do they know that it bears home to deadly, flesh-eating creatures, 
intent on wiping out the entire human population. Can they survive and ultimately 
prevent Earth’s total annihilation?
  
Never released in the United States, only a handful of countries saw a cropped and 
edited VHS release nearly thirty years ago, that is until now.

For our inaugural release, Midnight Legacy is proud to present the first-ever wides-
creen release of Alien 2 On Earth. The definitive version, transferred from the original 
35mm negative, which runs longer than any other version seen throughout the world. 
The presentation that finally represents the intended vision of Alien 2 On Earth.
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“...Midnight legacy looks ready 
to step up to the plate...”

–TheDigitalBits.com

BOTH BLU-RAY™ & DVD
in a collector's slipcase

Every Legacy release is properly restored, ensuring each title is  
definitive and presented in the highest possible quality.  

Fully uncut and transferred from original vault materials, we insist on maintaining 
proper aspect ratios and original audio mixes. Respecting the original intentions 

of the filmmakers; preserving the legacy these films have created.

WWW.MIDNIGHT-LEGACY.COM

Prebook Date: 2/15/2011
Street Date: 3/22/2011
84.25 MINUTES
CATALOG# MLBD001
UPC: 851045003002
MSRP: $29.95
High Definition 1080p ❘ BD-50 Dual Layer
Ultra high bitrate AVC encode @36 MBS
Audio: DTS-MA 2.0

Prebook Date: 2/15/2011
Street Date: 3/22/2011
84.25 MINUTES
CATALOG# MLDVD001
UPC: 851045003019
MSRP: $19.95
Standard Definition

Audio: Dolby Digital 2.0

•  Brand new 1.85:1 high definition transfer from the original 35mm negative  
featuring significant additional footage not seen anywhere in the world

•  English Language Audio, fully restored from the original audio masters, and 
respectful of the original sound design

•  The only surviving trailer from the mega rare Dutch VHS , and effects outtakes 
transferred directly from the negative B-roll

•  Limited Collector’s Edition designed as a true collector’s item

Blu-ray™

SPECIAL FEATURES

DVD


